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FHWA -NY Division
RE: CBDTP EA, Consolidated Stateof New Jersey Government Comments
Leo W. O'Brien Federal Building
TIA, Clinton Ave, Suite 719, Albany, NY 12207

Dear Federal Highway Administration,

“The New Jersey Departmentof Transportation (NJDOT), NJ Transit (NJT), New Jersey Tumpike
Authority (NJTA), have reviewed the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) Environmental
Assessment (EA), for the Central Business District (CBD) Tolling Program (the Program or CBDTP).

While New Jersey is conceptually open to traditional congestion pricing that makes traffic
reduction its main goal, the Program as proposed has revenue production as a primary goal and the EA
released outlines scenarios that cause concern among New Jersey commuters and agencies. There is a
high degreeof uncertainty and potential for significant impact associated with the CBDTP as outlined. As
such, an Environmental Impact Statement should be conducted.

New Jersey roads will be impacted, our vulnerable communities exposed to more congestion and
air quality issues, and our state services will be further strained. New Jersey will be left with th difficult
decisionofconsidering fare hikes (0 accommodate these costs, which would be passed on to customers,
manyof them sociocconomically disadvantaged. Perversely, this may disincentivize transit use and would
in fact increase Vehicle Miles Traveled on the New Jersey sideofthe river, the exact oppositeofone of
the Program's sated goals.

“The Environmental Assessment (EA) is long and complex: 4005 pages in total. Six weeks at the
nd of summer is insufficient for review and comment. Publi hearings should have been held as part of
the EA’s development, not after the fact. Due to the lackof public outreach, few New Jerseyans had
opportunity to comment on the EA. New Jersey residents have the unfortunate distinction of being
directly impacted by the Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) plan without any representation in
the New York State Legislature, the MTA Board,or the Traffic Mobility Review Board and wil not
receive any direct benefit from the revenue that the MTA will raise as is sated goal,

Please find attached technical comments from the impacted New Jersey transportation agencies.
‘Whileweshare a gonlofcleanerair and greater public transit investment, the burden must be paid by
those who are able and willing, not by those who can last afford it, who have noaltematives, and who
did not have a voice in the mater. We must get congestion pricing right.

Given the outstanding concerns and lack ofanalysis produced on ho this program will affect
New Jersey, the State requests completionofan Environmental Impact Statement. Thank you for your
review and consideration
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‘Shared Comments by New Jersey Transportation Agencies (NJDOT, NIT, and NJTA
1. The EA does not adequately consider New Jersey, which willbesignificantly impacted. Not
enough analysis has been done on the impacts that the Central Business District (CBD) Tolling Program
(the Program) will have on New Jersey. The Best Practices Model (BPM) used by this Program in
capturing New Jersey market dynamics is limited. Primarilya regional impact model, the BPM is not
necessarily well validated at the facility level, especially in New Jersey.
“The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) EA for the CBITP contains a detailed discussion of
impacts to various neighborhoods in New York City, but only a generalized analysisof New Jersey. The
modeling considers the overall New Jersey transportation network but fais to perform fine-grained
analysisof thedifferent markets within New Jersey as it docs with New York. It treats areas such as
Bergen, Hudson and Essex Counties similarly, even though the trip-making patterns in those areas vary
based on the available transportation network, demographics, dominant employment sector and ofher
factors. For example, Hudson County's percentageofhouseholds without access fo an automobile is
similar to Queens (33% vs 37%). The EA contains a neighborhood level discussionofQueens auto access
(p. SA-16) but no such detail regarding Hudson County, even though they are similarly situated with
respect to Manhattan (i.., the Hudson River is al that separates Hudson County from the CBD just as
only the East River separates Queens County from the CBD).
2. Equity and environmental justice concerns. The CBDTP will drive new traffic to disadvantaged
‘communities. Traffic will be driven both duc to oll shopping at the Hudson River crossings that receivea
credit and because the economic burden created by the CBITP chargeof up to $23 willcause traffic fo
New Jersey's main transit hubs fora “park and ride” response. The Lincoln and Holland tunnels are fed
by roads that go through communities such as Union City, Jersey City, and Newark. Similarly, New
Jersey's transit hubs—due to legacy passenger railroad investments —are concentrated in someof the
same communities enumerated above (Hoboken,Jersey City, and Newark). One in four children in
Newark has asthma,three times the national rate. The CBTDP appears to be in direct contradiction to the
President's Justced0 commitments as well as Governor Murphy's EO. 23 on environmental justice.
“The socioeconomic and demographic data on who currently drives into the Manhattan CBD is not
available or considered in this analysis. Consider that manyof these individuals cannot afford o live in
Manhattan and must travel great lengths to reach their workplace. Some may work in professions that
vedquire off-shif travel when public transi service is reduced. It would bea mistake fo assume, without
data, that only the most privileged driveinto New York
3. Capacity concerns. The increase in mass transit ridership (c.g, NJ Transit, PATH, private bus carriers,
etc), which may result from the proposed project would need to accommodate the demand for increased
parking facilites and access to mass transit reas ousideof the CBD. Furthermore, with he.
commencementof several infrastructure projects such as the Hudson Tunnel Project and the nev Port
Authority Bus Terminal, modifications o travel pattems to accommodate construction will also be
required. The NJ Transit network may not be prepared for an increase in ridership du to capital program
commitments to these projects, its existing conversion of its bus flee 10 a Zero Emission bus flee, and
the nationwide shortage of Commercial Driver's License holders(x requirement to serve as a bus
operator). Subchapter 41) considers parking in some detail in New York City neighborhoods but speaks
only generallyof the roughly 400 commuter and intercity ral tations in the regional analysis area. No
analysisofthe capacity to meet the anticipated increased public transit ridership at park-and-ride facilites
on the NJ Turnpike roadways or other New Jersey roadways was performed for the EA.
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Comments from New Jersey Departmentof Transportation (NDOT):
“The following topics warrant further consideration and study for areas outside ofthe CBD:
1. New traffic patterns need to be studied. The EA mentions that with all the CBI tolling altematives,
between 72percent and 82 percentofthe total traffic reductions in the Manhattan CBD would be from
through trips finding other paths that do not include the Manhattan CB. This will lead to new traffic:
patterns that mustbestudiedas travelers take diversions to avoid the CBD tolling area, leading to
increased traffic and potentially environmental impacts (air and noise) in other areas.
2. A comprehensive economic evaluationof (olling costs for travelers entering and exiting the CBD
by vehicle o ruck, more specifically commuters from New Jersey is not included in the EA. With
inflationary pressures already in the costsofgoods and services today, an additional cost to these
commuters and transportationof goods might be overly burdensome. Furthermore, the collectionof tolls
on Environmental Justice communities may lead to double tolling for using both bridges/tunncls as well
as the CBD access with communities already striving to pay for transportation access. Additionally, New
Jersey may need to enable cost-saving measures for certain New Jersey residents/users, similar to what
MTA is proposing for certain New York residents/users (disabled, elderly, school-age, etc) to defray the
ost of CBD tolls that are passed onto these riders. Consideration should be given to providing funding
from the toll money to offset these costs for New Jersey residents/users.
3. New Jerseyi disproportionally affected. In Appendix 4.A.2, Transportation, both the 2023 and 2045
‘Work Journeys to Manhattan CBI) tables show projected increased journeys from New Jersey, while
Journeys from other non-CBD areas into the CBD decrease significantly. Based on a small increase in
mode share, New Jersey commuters are affected disproportionally duc to this policy (all tolling.
scenarios).
4. Air quality analyses show negative results.Air quality analyses in New Jersey (mesoscale, mobile
source air toxic, and greenhouse gas) resulted in the biggest increase and decrease in vehicle miles
traveled in Bergen and Hudson Counties, respectively. The analyses demonstrate increases i ai quality
pollutants, including carbon monoxide (CO), zone (Os), particulate matter (PM) and (PMc) sulfur
dioxide (S01), volatile organic compounds (VOC), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and carbon dioxide (COze) in
the 2023 and 2045 projections for Bergen County. The potential adverse air quality effec is elated to
emissions from truck avoidance ofthe CBD tolling area,
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Comments from New Jersey Turnpike Authority (NTA):
The below was compiled based on comments received from the NITA's Finance, Engineering and
Operations Departments, and the NITA’s General Traffic Engineering Consultant and General
Consulting Engineer and represents a high-level review of the EA with a focus on the potential
impacts to the NITA.
Tt should be noted that adetailed review ofthe technical analyses was not performed as partof this
review due 10 time constraints and the numerous tolling scenarios presented with a voluminous
amountof supporting data.
1. Insufficient analysis for New Jersey. There appears 10 be a significantly reduced level of
analyses performed for the New Jersey impacts as compared with the levelof analyses performed
for the New York impacts specifically at the approaches to the George Washington Bridge
(Intestate 80 and Intestate 95 at the northern endof the NJ Turnpike roadways), and Approaches
othe Verrazano Bridge (nterchanges 10, 11, and 13).
2. New Jersey was inadequately consulted.Page 3-1of the EA indicates Federal and New York
States agencies were consulted in preparing the EA. Why weren't New Jersey agencies similarly
consulted as the Program also has significant impacts on New Jersey?
3. CBDTP will impact NITA’s ability (0 maintain its assets. NJTA’s operation, maintenance,
and capital improvements are funded from toll revenue. The CBDTP i anticipated to make changes
in travel patterns that will impact NITA's tol revenue by reducing vehicular trips into Manhatan,
which will aterraffic on NJ Turnpike roadways. Revenue reductionson the NJ Turnpike roadways
resulting fromtrafficdiversions or increased useof alternate meansof transportation may impact
the ability of the NTA to fund its Capital Improvement Program andlor State-of-Good-Repair
Maintenance Program. Using the NJTA forecast for systemwide annual toll revenue in 2023, the
CBDITP is estimated to result in an annual loss of $8.1M to $18.0M to NITA, depending on the
potential tolling scenario adopted. What criteria has been included in the tolling scenarios to
consider the impacts to the NITA’s revenue and what measures are proposed fo mitigate them?
4. CBITP will result in accelerated deterioration ofNJTA assets. Page 2-34of the EA indicates
that net revenues to fund $158 for MTA capital projects will be generated. This net revenue wil
ome at a cast to New Jersey transportation agencies that would need to increase investments in
their infrastructure 0 address accelerated deterioration due to additional diverted traffic volume.
5. CBDTP docs not contemplate mitigation adverse impacis to NJTA. What analysis has been
performed to. demonstrate the impacts (0 the operation of the NJ Tumpike roadways to
accommodate the anticipated diversions and how does the CBDTP propose to mitigate these
impacts?
6. CBDTP has not articulated revenue sharing with impacted agencies. Has the MTA considered
mitigating impacts from the CBDTP by cost sharing of the net revenues from the CBDTP with the
impacted agencies?
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Comments fromNJ Transit (NIT):
NJ Transit’ review was performed within the timeframe constraintsof the review period. It i not
‘comprehensive, and NJ Transit believes that much additional analysis i required 0 address the EA's
description of potential impacts to both roadways and transit networks,
Based on NJ Transits knowledgeof the modeling techniques used and the stated results as they apply to
New Jersey and the transportation network in the state, NJ Transit does not agree that a Findingof No
Significant Impact (FONSI) is an appropriate outcomeof the NEPA process a this time.
“The Program's modeling approach conveys an inappropriate levelofcertainty regarding potential
Program impacts. The EA should acknowledge that there is an intrinsic lack of forecasting certainty given
the scopeofthe Program, and consequently should not define (and dismiss) the potential for impacts on
the transportation network as i done in EA. To sate that based on high-level modeling no major impacts
are identified, and therefore the Project Sponsors are not responsible forany mitigation, strains credulity
in the contextof sucha broad-based regional Program for which therei no national precedent,
1. Additional analysis of tolling scenarios is needed. Such analysis is needed to define the range of
possible outcomes more accurately should the Program be implemented. The EA should acknowledge the
potential for additional impacts given the sensitivityof New Jersey's transportation network to tolling.
The EA should include a mor flexible framework to address unforeseen impacts; failing to do so would
shift he mitigation burden for New York City’s transportation work to NJ Transit,
Key transit facilites are potentially subject to increased arca automobile traffic, which would not only
cause inconvenience but also potential operational impacts, especially to bus passengers, who comprise:
most ofthe NJ Transit customers and are more likely fo be membersofminority and low-income
populations. Associated potential air quality impacts could rest from those auto users who no longer
drive into the CBD but instead travel via local roads to transit nodes in New Jersey. These locations are in
various sages of monitoring for attainmentof ir quality standardsofvarious pollutantsofconcern. NJ
“Transit recommends further broad-based monitoring at multiple locations as issues could emerge a transit
hubs includingSecaucus Junction, Journal Square, Liberty State Park, Newark Penn Station, or other
facilites. Mitigation should be identified 0 address potential impacts to both crowding on the transit
system, and traffic congestion and air quality around key transit facilites. The Progeam ideniifics a goal
of auto traffic reduction traveling to the CBD, and presumablya shit of motorists (0 transit, but under
some scenarios there are contradictory policy proposals, includinga lack ofexemptionsfor transit
providers. This could increase operating costs for such providers, which could result in the need forthose
providers to implement fre increases, and therefore lead to les attractive transit options across the
region. The Program increases the potential for increased stress on thetransit system a what are generally
the highest transit load points approaching the Manhattan CBD.
2. The commuter bus chargei problematic. Certain scenarios contemplated by the Program involve
charging NJ Transit buses a fee, amounting toa transfer subsidy to MTA by NJ Transit. Costs are
estimated tobebetween $12M-525M per year, above the more than $2M that NJ Transit pays fo the Port
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Authorityof New York and New Jersey (PANYNI) for PABT departure fees and more than $15M in
PANYNJ tolls on the George Washington Bridge, Lincoln Tunnel, and Holland Tunnel (halfofwhich
accrues o the StateofNew York),
Inthe caseof the Program, it may propose charging NJ Transit buses even though the majority do not
touch NYC streets in an appreciable manner, as most rips tilze the PANYNJ-owned Lincoln Tunnel
and the Port Authority Bus Terminal (PABT) and associated ramps.
Any scenario that charges buses is not consistent with the Programs stated Purpose & Need, Objectives |
and 2, to reduce vehicle miles travelled and the numberofvehicles in the Manhattan CBD, because it
ould result in the needfor NJ Transit to offset oss via a fare increase, thereby discouraging ridership.
‘Scenarios B and F(and potentially E) provide the necessary exemption for buses, and Scenario Fs
‘George Washington Bridge credit would reduce toll shopping at the Lincoln and Holland Tunnels, which
could reduce traffic impact on buses utilizing those tunnels
“The Program's implementation would be permanent, and therefore would outlast the impactof the Covid-
19 pandemic and associated depressed weekday ridership between New York and New Jersey (weekend
travel has retumed to roughly pre-pandemic levels). As a result ofthe Program, more users may shift fo a
system that was operating at capacity during peak hours, which the EA fails to acknowledge may result in
the potential need for NJ Transit to operate more service, with increased maintenanceloperaing costs
andlor the potential for fare increases.
“The EA notes the potential for +2.3% increase in NJ Transit ail. Depending on the specific rail service,
that ridership increase coupled with ambient growth could require additional serviceorenhanced capacity

ifpossible,as some trains were already operating well above capacity. Adding service on either the New
‘York-bound bus and rail systems is challenging given the existing capacity constraints at the Port
Authority Bus Terminal and Penn Station New York.
Capacity improvements 10 these facilites and supporting infrastructure are not anticipated for at least a
decade. Similarly adding the identifid 1.5% to NJ Transits Lincoln Tunnel-bound bus services would
have an impact on a system that was already operating at capacity during peak hours. As noted above, the
EA fails to consider that specific percentage increases are speculative, that impacts cannot be predicated
with certainly, and that impacts would be distributed unevenly throughout the transi system with
resultant uneven impacts. The EA does not demonstrate the fine-grained modeling needed to come to that
conclusion with certainty, based ona reviewofAppendix 4C.¢
Even modest increases in bus service would result in millionsofdollarsofnew expenditures per year.
While any analysis or projection of potential needed service must be treated as extremely rough for the
reasons noted above, by one estimate the Programs impacts would lead NJ Transit to add over 100,000
bus trips per year and over 4,700 train trips in a 2045 horizonyear context, utilizing pre-pandemic
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baseline passenger volumes. While these estimates are not resource constrained and may or may not be:
feasible at that point in time, they demonstrat that the Program's impacts may be far greater than are
stated in the EA.
3. CBDTP does not consider regional economic dynamics between NJ and NY. Among the three
suburban locations ouside of NYC providing 20 percent of NYC's employees (New Jersey, Connecticut
and the Hudson Valley, and Long Island), New Jersey sends the most workers and is labor exports (0
NYC have grown the fastest, according to data from the US Census as well as NY Metropolitan
Transportation Council's Hub Bound Report, The average annual tax yield to New York State per New
Jersey return is $8,520. Every 1,000 NJ commuters accommodatedby Trans-Hudson transit capacity thus
generates approximately $8.52M annually in additional personal tax revenue for New York State,
according to the New York State Departmentof Taxation and Finance. The benefitsof NJ Transit
provided service to New York State (and City) need to be factored into the ultimate policy prescriptions
hat the Program may recommend. The Program should not recommend policis that inflict harm on other
transit providers in the region.
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